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Units 5-8

VOCABULARY

1. WHAT’S THIS? • Draw and colour.

a schoolbag near a chair

some orange juice on a table

a snake under a sun umbrella

a tree behind a church
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2. VOCAB CHEST • Read and circle. Don’t circle the odd one!
buildings: red   feelings: blue   actions: green
hospital  scared  train station  make  surprised

odd one
kakukktojás

swim  sad  jump  tired  cinema  talk
school  train engine  drink  happy  library
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3. ANIMALS • Read and find out.
It is a bird from the rain forest.

........................................

This animal has got a very long neck.

........................................

This animal is from the savannah. It’s black and white. ........................................
This bird can run but it can’t fly.

........................................

It is an enormous grey animal from Africa.

........................................

This animal has got a long body and very short legs.

........................................

It is a big cat. It is from the mountains. It likes snow.

........................................
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4. FOOD AND DRINK • Label.
2

1
..............................

3

..............................

4

................................

...........................

5

6

7

8

..............................

..............................

................................

...........................

10

9
..............................

11

..............................
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................................

5. ADJECTIVES • Do the crossword puzzle. Draw the solution.
1

1. szép

2

2. éles

3

3. színes

4

4. ijesztő

5

5. zajos

6

6. ügyes

7

7. ízletes

8

8. sportos

9

9. új
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STRUCTURES
1. Write the plurals.

house ➙ houses

child .....................................................

horse

city

person ............................................

.....................................................

............................................

tooth .....................................................

box

............................................

story .....................................................

mouse

............................................

fish

.....................................................

tomato ............................................

wolf

.....................................................

badge

............................................
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2. Read and complete. 	 

Units 5-8
on (2x)

in (2x)

next to

under

behind

There are some girls and boys .................. the
classroom.
There are lots of books .................. the window.
There is a poster .................. the wall.
There is a football .................. the books.
There is a ruler and an exercise book
.................. the table.
There is a boy .................. the playground.
There is a slide .................. the swing.
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3. Look at the picture in Exercise 2 and answer the questions.
Yes, there is.

No, there isn’t.

Yes, there are.

No, there aren’t.

Is there a teacher in the classroom?

....................................................................

Is there a bag on the chair?

....................................................................

Is there a football?

....................................................................

Are there six boys?

....................................................................

Are there many books?

....................................................................

4. Complete the sentences.

have

are

/5

can

Tigers ............... big cats. They ............... got black and orange fur. They ............... got
four strong legs. They ............... got a long tail. They ............... run and swim. They
............... fast animals. They like meat.
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5. Complete the sentences about the children. • like

likes

Linda

Judy

Greg

David

J
J
J

J
L
J

J
L
J

J
L
J

rollerblading
fishing
boating

don’t like

doesn’t like

Linda, Judy, Greg and David ................................... rollerblading.
The boys ................................... boating but they ................................... fishing.
Judy ................................ fishing but she ................................... boating.
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6. Read and match.

1 Are you from Hungary?

Yes, it is.

2 Are you thirteen years old?

Yes, I can.

3 Have you got an English book?

Yes, I do.

4 Is your schoolbag big?

Yes, I am.

5 Has Rick got a computer?

Yes, he does.

6 Is Réka clever?

Yes, they can.

7 Can jaguars run?

Yes, I have.

8 Can you play computer games?

Yes, she is.

9 Do you like listening to music?

Yes, he has.

10 Does Rick like ice-cream?

No, I’m not.
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READING AND WRITING
1. CHIMPANZEES • Read and answer.
Chimpanzees are from Africa. They are about 1 metre tall and they weigh 30-60 kilos.
They have got black fur on their bodies. There are 3-6 chimpanzees in a family. The
families eat and play together. They like flowers, fruit, seeds, eggs and meat. They
drink water. They sleep in trees. When baby chimpanzees are 6 months old, they can
ride on their mother’s back. Chimpanzees are very clever animals. They can “talk”.
Where are chimpanzees from?

.................................................................

What colour are they?

.................................................................

What do they eat?

.................................................................

What do they drink?

.................................................................

What can babies do?

.................................................................
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2. WHAT DO YOU LIKE DOING? • Find the pairs. Then write about your hobbies.
like don’t like
like walking in the forest.
1 walk
a tree
..I............................................................................
2

eat

funny books

3

climb

English songs ..............................................................................

4

play

1 in the forest

..............................................................................

5

sing

ice-cream

..............................................................................

6

read

basketball

..............................................................................

..............................................................................
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